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n n 
Abstract. Consider the Boolean functions and@) = A xt, nor(n) = A 1 xf and the f::quiva- 
1-l c-t 
lezxe Eq (n) = and (n) V nor (n). Let L (97) be th? smallest number of arbitrary b:inatiry Boolean 
operations that are used in 
L (and (n), nor (n)) = 2n-2. 
Eq @). 
any Boolean computation for F. We prove L (Eq <;r)) = 2n- 3, 
There exist many structuraliy dserent optimal computatisus for 
Let K = (0, li} be the jet of Boolean values “ON false” and “1 N true”. Let Y = 
{x, 1 i E N} be. a countable set of Boolean variables. Let Q be ihe set of all E,oolean 
functions with variables in K We consider Boolean computations that are hjased 
on the set of all 16 binary Boolean operations w : Cl2 -+ i’2 that correspond to binary 
Boolean functions iir : K2 + K. 
A Boolean computation /3 is a finite, directed, acyclic graph with labelled nodes 
such that 
(1) every node v of /_I has either 2 or 0 entering edges. 
The nodes without entering edges are called entries of p. 
(2) every entry v of /.I is labelled wi 
ry v of /3 is label1 
es of v correspond in a 
cursively obtained 
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Our main results are : L(Eq(n)) = 2r2 - 3, L (and(n), nor(n)) = 2n - 2 = L (an 
L.(nor(n)). This is th,e first non-trivial example of an exact evaluation of the net- 
work complexity in a case that there exist many structurally dieerent optimal corn- 
putations. For instance, 
yield &mal computiations for Eq(n). The fun&ions and(n), nor(,) yield a basic 
example of ~‘TVO independent functions (in the sense that Lu, g) = L(f) + L(g 
which depend on the same set of variables. The technique of this paper can be used 
to evaluate the network complexity of all Boolean functions with at most two prime 
implicants. 
It has been proved in [2] that without using the binary operations @ and @ 
we need at least 2n - 1 binary operations for Eq (n). Hence the operation @ helps 
in computing Eq (n) it does not help in computing {and(n), nor (PZ)}~ 
t us first summarize some of our supplementary concepts. 
The partial ordering J ‘< g for f, g E Q is defined as: 
f <g *fft g =f* 
Throughout the paper we shall only consider those computations fl where there is 
just one entry for each input variable. So we shall identify entries and input variables 
oreover, we shall always restrict our considerations to those binary Boolean 
ns that depend on both of its arguments. Obviously both restrictions do 
not influency the combinational complexity L(f). 
A node p is called a successor of node v if there is an edge from v to p in /3. Suppose 
we CL some output resi of /? to i E K. This makes the node v computationally useless 
and we can eliminate v and all its successors ~1 by an appropriate than 
operations op(a) of all successors a of p. This yields a new computation b
is “obtained from /3 by Cxing resi to i9’. 
tion B is a directed graph. So the notion of a (directed) 
he uode p is called the 
abbreviate J% g as fg and lf asf: 
are non-4Wries. c
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Let B be an optimal comput.ztion f r Eq(n) w&h n 2 3 and kg,, (x,,) = 1. 
and qppose the unique edge that leaves x,, enters an @gate v. Construct Fir f;om fl 
b-~ fixing the output resi of v to the constant i E K for i == Q,1. This implies 
. (1) c(&) < c(p) -2, i = 0, TL ; 
(2) either j& comptptes Eq(5 -. 1) or & computes Eq (AI - 1). 
(1) Fixing res;2 = r’ E K eliminates the node v and all its successorsI. 
(2) Let h(x,, x2, . . . . x,-~ ) be the input function of the other entry of node v. 
resi := x,, @ h(x,, x2,...) x,-l ) and /? yields a representation of Eq(n) as: 
(I) Eq(n) = f(x,, @ h(x,, . ..9 xn-I), x1, ~2, . ..g +r) 
with.% 0. Let y be the first variable off then we consider the unique decomposition 
off: 
01) f= yfd$...,x,,-Jv j!fo(xr,...,xn-J with SC;,.6 E Q. 
We define d,,d, E Sz as follows: 
(III) d&,, . . . . x,) : = (x, 6 h C,q, . ..y x,-l))fl (xi, . . . . x,-A 
(liar) d&xl, . . . . x,,) : = @,, @ k fxt, . . . . x,,-J)fb, . . . . scn-1). 
It follows immediately from (I)-(IV) that 
(V) Eq(n) = r: xiv n” 1x1 = dO(xl, .. . . x,) v dl(xl, . . . . x,). 
i=l 
Oberve that X:=&J h = -I (x, (3 h). 
It M!nwS from (V) that or4Le 0 f the following cases (l)-(4) must occur. 
dl(x19 >.., x,,) = Eq(n). Cl) 
We know from (III) that f;Gl, 1, . ..? 1) = fi(O, 0, . . . , 0) = 1 in this case. Hence there 
exists u E $1 such that 
f( 1X 1, l .*9 x,-~) = Eq(n - 1)v u, u A Eq(n-1 j = 0. 
er hand it follows from (III) and dl = Eq(n): 
ha\ u < Eq(n-l), %A u < Eq(n-1). 
Hence zd = 0. This proves ji = Eq(n- 1). Therefore B1 computes I$ 
case. bserve that fil is obtained from /3 by fixing x, @ h to 1. 
( Xl, l **9 x,) = EqQz). 
This case is symmetric to case (1). It follows that f. = Eq (n - 1) in this case. This 
proves thad PO computes Eq(n - 1) in this case. 
d()(xp, . .. . x,) == i xi, dl$q, . . . . XJ FL /; TXi. (3) 
t-1 b=l 
$0 ==yyxg#t u with U<l ;\lx,. 
t-1 14 
ties iiu < ;1x, and hu < 0. 
n-i 
ence u = 0. is proves f. = A x# 
f-3 i-1 
md by symmetry we have fi = 'x 11 x4. Therefore h CXUI be substituted by 0 in this 
case. s proves that /3 is no;211 optimal computation for Eq (10). 
d,h , . . . . XJ = i 1 xi, t&(x1, . ..s XJ = /; Xi. (4) 
f-l f=l 
This case is symmetric to case (3) and it follows that /I is not an optimal computation 
for Eq(n). q 
xi, xI be two variables of a computation /3. A pair of paths (IV, U) is called an 
(x,, x&path if w and v have the same head and w starts at the vzxiable X~ and tt starts 
at the vxiable xj and if W, iv are edge-disjoint (see Fig.l). 
Fig. 1. Figure of an (xl, x,)-pa& (IV, u). 
t r(w, U) be the sum of the length of w and v and let I’,J$~, x,) be the minimum 
on F(w, v) for all (x,, xj)-paths (IV, v). 
Let /3 be any co~putu?ion for Eq(n). Suppose that xg,xj are not i~2puts 
of my Q -g?es or any @-yotes in /3 and that there exists 41 unique (xl, x,)-path in fl. 
rm /? into a new computatim $ for Eq (n) with c (/3) = c(p) and 
an@J also contains a unique <xl? x,)-path. 
this case the computation fl
icbn at the common head of w a 
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tit hF) (IC, 1 v :rS: i,j) be the second input function of node Y. 
The computation fl yields a representation of Eq($ as 
where 3 is op(@. 
NF# suppose ois A. The other cases where o is neither 0 nor @ can be handled 
$im&r~jr. 
E; *.TU Suppose h (xV 1 v # i, j) = 0. This implies 
xf A h(x, 1 v + i. j) = 0, 
and therefore liminates the dependence of p on xi. This yields a contradiction 
since Eq(n) depend; on x1 even under the restriction 
/\ x,v A 7x, = 1. 
ofhI VZbJ 
We now transform /I into a new computation j for Eq(fl) as fo’llows. Suppose 
resi = Eq(n). 
‘V r 
Fig. 2. Figure of 9. F;g. 3. Figure of & 
Construction of 3. 
(1) Substitute the output function re$ by xf, 
(2) Adjoin a new ‘A-gate 7; tb j? with the input 
Fact 2. resi = resi = Eq(n). 
this eliminates the node p. 
functions resi and h. 
oofe In the case h (x,(Y # &j) = 0 we know from Fact 1 that Q(H) taks. 
\ 
\/ 
the value 0. Hence resi (x1, . . . . x,J = res#l, ..e, xJ - 0 in this case. In. the cas,e 
la(#JV +- - = 1 we know that re$ = xi. Hence resi (xl, e..9 x,) = ~ss#~, oe.g x& 
ereforz res;b(x,, e.09 3t,) = res;(q! .0.9 xJ. 
reduces t5.e value rp 
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3. Let /I be a computation that depends on a set V(& of variabl~?s. Suppose 
that V xi, xi E V@) there exist at least two diflerent (xi,, x&-paths in 8. This implies 
NO 3 ~*flww2. 
oaf. We proceed by induction on IIV(/I)jI. The assertion is obvious for 
it V(/3)lI =G: 2.Mow let II Vet > 2. The assumption of Lemma 2.3 implies that there 
Msts an X,E V(B) with degs (x,,) >, 2. Observe that “VX~G Vu), degs (x3 = 1” would 
imply that for some variables x1 and x3 which are inputs of the same gate b there 
exists a unique (xl, x,)-path. ‘This contradicts to the assumptions of Lemma 2.3. 
Construct p from j? by fking x,. This implies l~V(&))( = IIV@[i - 1. Siim 
CaegB (x,,) 2 2 it follows that c(f3) 2 c(p) + 2. The induction hypothesis implies co) >/ 
2llVcB)II-4* Hence C@) 3 %IIVgp)[l-2. q 
Preofo We proceed by induction on n. Obviously L (Eq (2)) = 1. ‘Now suppose 
M ,a 3 and let b be an optimal computation for E.4 (n9. We consider 3 cases: 
(a) “There exists a variable xf with degB (xi) == 1 that enters either a @-gate 
of a @gate.” 
Et follows from Lemma 2.1 that in thk case +kre exists a computation B for 
Eq (H- I) with rc @) < cQY) A. The induction hypothesis implies c@ 3 2rt- 5. 
Hence c@) Z 2~ 3. 
(b) “For all x,, xj E V(f) with x1 # xj there exkt at least two (xr, x,)-paths.” 
Pn tlhis case Lemma 2.3 implies c (8) 3 2. I I V(f)1 I- 2 for f = Eq (n). 
Observe that whenever neither (:,\)I nor (b) holds then we haye the follov;ing case: 
0 c c‘ re exist nodes xc, xj such that there exists a unique (xr, x,)-path in j!S and 
xi, xi are not inputs of any @-gate and any @-gate in fi.‘9 
In this case we apply Eenzna 2.2 and we decrease r’ (xi, x,). 
If neither case (a) nor case (b) holds for this new computation, then we can still 
decrease ri’ (xi, xJ) by applying Lemma 2.2. Observe that the property of having 
a unique (xr,xj)-path is preserved in the construction of Lemma 2.2. 
Since we cannot decrease T’fi (vi9 x3) below 3, a s%occessive application of Lemma 2.2 
hally constructs a computation ,P for Eq(n) with I;.$) = c (/?) such t 
{a) or case (b) holds. q 
The fumtions and (a), nor(n) are fndepemle~it in the sezw: L (and (RI), 
(@) + L (nor (fl)) = 2/F--2. 
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Aso applies to ‘Theorem 2.5. Observe that II; (and (2), nor (2)) = 2 guarantees the 
initial step of the induction on L(and (a), nor(n)) = %--2. 
Finally ?de note that the technique of this paper can be applied to determine the 
combinational csmplexity of all Boolean functions with at most- 2 prime implicants, 
i.e., of all functions tv s EI a, where t,s are products of variables and negated variam 
b!s;S. 
CUMK~US~O~. The functions rLnd(n), nor@) are independent in a strong sense. 
Although our proof cannot directly be applied to Boolean computations wiih 
&wary Boolean operations for k > 2, we conjecture that the independence of and (n), 
nor(n) still holds. This inr~ependence is based on the specific geometrical structure 
of these functions. We think that it is important o prove more general properties 
that make sets F crf Boolean functions independent in j!he sense that L(F) “approxi- 
mately” equals i,. &d(f) UxYm fh rw?=)* 
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